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Half a day later, omi had completely forgotten about it.
However, there was always still a brand within omi, as if something had happened but he couldn’t
remember it.
omi didn’t bother to think about it, and continued to search and search for another million years, but
still found nothing.
“Fuck, where would it run to.”omi cursed in frustration.
However, omi didn’t want to keep looking, Shenni was so haunted that if she didn’t want to be found,
she wouldn’t be able to find it anyway.
So, omi left the South China Sea and went ashore again.
After going ashore, omi was a bit confused.
Although he was still young, and with his ten million years of age, he was already very impressive to
have the strength he had now.
However, omi still felt quite useless.
Right now, omi felt even more like he didn’t know what to do, and he was being arrested everywhere.
“Ahhhh, why.”omi shouted. Remember the website .kanshu8.net
There were several paths in front of omi, first, being caught by the Immortal Emperor, second, being
caught by Fa Wu Tian and the Old King of the Green Man, third, hiding forever, and fourth.
omi looked into the distance, and in that distant distance was No Man’s Land.
“No man’s land?”Don muttered to himself, fourth, just go and make your way to No Man’s Land,
whatever the consequences, whatever the dangers.
“Going?”
“Go.”A few minutes later, omi bit his tongue, what was there to be afraid to go to.
The world was still so big, why couldn’t we go there?
So, omi set off.
“But there are so many uninhabited areas, which direction do I go in?”
omi thought to himself, why not go in the direction of the ocean?

The South China Sea continued south, and there were still large, large ocean areas, and those ocean
areas were also uninhabited areas.
“No man’s land, I’m coming.”
omi instantly rushed up and entered the South China Sea, and then, it continued south all the way
again.
omi didn’t know how long he had been flying for, it had been less than half a year, and right now it was
very far away from where he had been looking for the South Sea Divine Nun.
omi looked at the boundless South China Sea, his heart was a little scared, because, looking at the
calm wind and waves, no ripples, blue sea, always feel, that low contains something like,
shudder.Moreover, there was no human presence around, not a bit of sound, a feeling that he was the
only one in the world.
omi unconsciously slowed down his footsteps, a little afraid to continue forward by the chilling scene
around him.
“Fuck, why don’t you dare, the more you are afraid of something, the more you will challenge it.”omi
gritted his teeth, another voice in his head told himself.
omi looked towards the motionless sea, what he was most afraid of at the moment was whether or not
there was anything hidden on the bottom of this sea.
The more he feared something, the more he would do something.
So, omi gritted his teeth, shouted, and rushed towards the low of the Kans blue sea.
“Pounce.”omi rushed into the ocean and, moreover, looked into the ocean’s depths.
It was like a person who was afraid of a ghost in some dark place, so he went into that place, that was
guts.
omi was damned open, who made him think he was trash, trash is going to do what others dare not do.
These uninhabited areas, even Immortal Emperors don’t dare to come.
That ocean was very, very deep.
So deep that it was completely invisible, even with omi’s eyesight, it was completely dark, Tang
Apart from being able to feel the water pressure, Tzu-Chen couldn’t even see his own fingers, even if
there was a ghost face in front of him at the moment.
Once again, omi stopped, the fear within him once again enveloping him.
“What the hell am I doing?Does it make sense for me to do that?”
“There’s not even a damn thing here, what the hell am I doing.”
“Since there’s nothing, there’s no need to be afraid, everything is just the heart in fear.”

After omi finished speaking, a light appeared in his hand, this was the light emanating from the
Overturning Mirror.
It was like a light in the darkness, instantly illuminating the front.
The ocean was still very, very deep, almost a bottomless pit.
omi continued to fly deeper into the ocean.
Fly, fly, fly for an unknown number of days.
At this moment, omi saw the bottom of the ocean, and the first thing that came into view was a huge
statue, but it had been destroyed.
omi could still vaguely see a complex of buildings that had been submerged by seawater for an
unknown number of years, and the broken well revealed a smell full of time.
“There was a palace here a long, long time ago.”omi muttered to himself.
Unfortunately, this palace had been buried for an unknown number of billions of years, and even, long
before humans had appeared, it had been buried deep in this ocean.
“It seems that there were already other creatures in this world before humans appeared, and humans
merely appeared later and became the main species of this world.”omi said as he touched a glimpse of
the collapsed stone wall.
Just then, omi saw a painting hanging on a wall in front of him that hadn’t completely collapsed.
“Hey, there’s still a painting.”omi was busy walking up.
The painting, which was hanging solidly, was not moving at all.
On the painting, there was nothing.
Perhaps, after so many years, the contents of the painting were long gone, but the painting was made
of a different material, so the frame was still there.
omi’s hand stroked the painting and sighed deeply.
But at this moment, omi felt something flash behind his head.
“Who is it?”Don was busy shouting, and at the same time his body was creeped out, and looked around,
but there was nothing to see.
“Maybe it’s blurred eyes.”
omi continued to fly forward, this buried complex was huge, estimated to be hundreds of miles wide.
Not long after flying, omi came to a larger palace, outside of this palace, there was still a two meter
tall statue standing, but the statue was already covered with moss and such, it was no longer possible
to see what it was carved.
This one palace was relatively well preserved, at least the roof hadn’t collapsed.

omi entered the palace, there were also many picture frames hanging inside, there were at least
thousands of picture frames without any content on the walls of the entire palace.
omi swept the picture frames on the walls one by one, and suddenly, omi’s body was startled, because,
he saw that the picture frame hanging at the end had images on it.
“Ah, all the picture frames don’t have images, why does the last one have one?”
omi was busy going up to take a look.
When omi arrived to take a closer look, his back spine felt a chill, inside that frame, the person who
was painted, was actually omi.
“Ah, how could it be me?”
However, the clothes worn on the body were completely different from omi’s.
omi stared creepily at the portrait, and suddenly, the omi on top of the portrait grinned.

